As genome-wide expression pro®ling becomes widespread, development of tools for analysis of these data sets takes on increasing importance. Because identi®cation of coregulated gene clusters can lead to key biological insights, many gene expression data sets will continue to rely upon a variety of clustering algorithms. Hierarchical clustering, an agglomerative clustering method, organises expression pro®les into a familiar binary tree (dendrogram) from which can be inferred higher-order relationships. Although popular, this method suffers from problems including non-uniqueness and lack of robustness, rigid structure and reliance upon local decisions that can ®x accidental relationships in the tree, and O(N 2 ) runtimes that do not scale well to large data sets. In order to achieve more robust results and linear run-times, some researchers have turned to neural networks, in particular the self-organising map (SOM). However, SOMs have some undesirable properties including a predetermined topology, a tendency for common patterns to dominate the network, and lack of higher-order relationships.
The self-organising tree algorithm (SOTA), recently developed in the laboratory of Joaquõ Ân Dopazo at the Bioinformatics Unit of the Centro Nac Ëional de Investigac Ëiones Oncolo Âgicas Carlos III (CNIO), combines the desirable aspects of hierarchical clustering and SOM. 1 As a neural network algorithm, SOTA is robust, even in noisy data sets. However, the topology of the network is allowed to grow into a familiar binary tree, revealing natural relationships in the data. Developed as an alternative algorithm for constructing molecular phylogenies, SOTA has been adapted for analysis of gene expression data and made available as SOTArray. 2 SOTA is based on SOM 3 and growing cell structures. 4 The output of this algorithm is a`distribution preserving' binary tree that adapts to the input dataset. This tree is constructed in a series of cycles during which each gene expression pro®le is presented multiple times to every cell (terminal node) in the network. After each presentation, the most closely related cell (and in some cases, its ancestor and sister nodes) is updated to more closely match the input pro®le. At the end of each cycle, only the cell with the highest resource (a measure of heterogeneity) generates two daughter cells, each with pro®les representing the mean of the ancestor. This process continues until each cell has a single pro®le assigned (complete clustering) or alternatively, a desired level of heterogeneity has been met. Branch lengths in the ®nal dendrogram are scaled to represent distances between the average pro®les of the nodes.
An attractive feature of SOTA is the capability to limit division of the data set by specifying the level of intra-node variation. Herrero et al. 2 proposed a statistical criterion for tree growth in which the variability threshold is based upon a con®dence level derived from the distribution of distances from a resampled data set. By choosing an end-training value that will yield an acceptable rate of false positive correlations, the SOTA algorithm will stop when any further division of a cluster would generate a node with statistically insigni®cant correlation.
USING THE SOTARRAY SERVER
SOTArray is freely available at the CNIO Bioinformatics Unit web site. 5 Users run SOTArray by uploading a data ®le then choosing a distance function, end-training condition, and optional advanced algorithm parameters. 6 ). The SOTArray interface is simple and amply documented with help links. Conveniently, the data ®le and SOTA output are stored on the server, making it easy to reanalyse data with alternate training or display parameters. One criticism of the SOTArray server is that statistical determination of the endtraining parameters, as suggested by the authors, is left to the user. Incorporation of this tool into the SOTArray suite would be a signi®cant enhancement.
To assess the utility of the SOTArray server, I analysed a 517-gene expression dataset from serum-stimulated ®broblasts. 7, 8 After simple reformatting in a spreadsheet program to make the ®le SOTArray-compliant, the data were run using correlation coef®cient (offset of 0) as the distance function and the default advanced parameters. In order to monitor the effects of changing end-training conditions, the variability threshold (percentage) parameter was varied. With a 75 per cent variability threshold, the data set was grouped into 50 nodes, many of which corresponded in shape to the average pro®les of clusters identi®ed by hierarchical clustering. 7 Multiple microarray features representing the same gene mapped to the same node, further validating the robustness of the method.
However, an immediate early gene cluster (`E' in ref. 7) , well de®ned in the original paper and possessing biological relevance, was distributed across several clusters in the SOTA tree. By raising the variability threshold to 90 per cent, most of this cluster was recovered in two closely related nodes, although two members mapped to distant nodes.
Clustering algorithms have been used not only to group genes, but to classify experiments. SOTArray does not explicitly offer the option to do this but the application should be straightforward. In fact, by transposing the rows and columns of the data matrix such that rows represent experiments one should be able to cluster experiments. However, twoway clustering is currently not an option. ) SOTA outperformed this particular UPGMA program when analysing data sets with greater than 600 genes, and run-times were three orders of magnitude faster when analysing 5000 genes.
PERFORMANCE
Dr Dopazo kindly provided a binary of the SOTA program for further benchmarking. I compared performance to XCluster, which ef®ciently implements neighbour-joining hierarchical clustering in O(N 2 ) time. 9 Tests were performed on a 700 MHz Pentium III running Linux. The test gene expression data set, extracted from the Stanford Microarray Database, included 133 arrays and 7662 gene pro®les. This data set was pruned or duplicated in order to derive data sets with a range of genes and experiments. Unless otherwise speci®ed, complete clustering was performed using the Euclidean distance function.
When the number of experiments was held constant at 10 and the number of genes was varied, the run-time of SOTA increased approximately linearly whereas the run-time of XCluster increased proportional to the square of gene number. However, with up to 8,000 genes in the dataset, XCluster outperformed SOTA. For data sets with more than 8,000 genes, SOTA run-times levelled off while XCluster run-times rapidly increased; for a 30,000-gene data set, SOTA was about 12-fold faster. When the number of genes was held constant at 500 and the number of experiments was varied, the run-time of both algorithms increased linearly, although the SOTA run-time increased at a faster rate.
Unexpectedly, when Pearson's correlation coef®cient was used as the distance metric, the run-time of SOTA increased polynomially as experiment number increased. The source of this, I suspect, is inef®cient calculation of Pearson's correlation coef®cient, which should be ®xed in future releases.
AVAILABILITY
ALMA Bioinformatica (Spain) owns the patent for the SOTA algorithm and the source code is proprietary. ALMA plans to distribute a suite of SOTArray software, estimated to cost EUR 1500. Furthermore, Dr Dopazo and ALMA claim that the SOTA server will continue to be freely available at the CNIO server and, eventually, the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) server.
